**Miracle II Dilution & Usage Guide**

**NOTE:** As with any new product you may start using, always check for allergic reactions prior to full use. Discontinue use if any adverse reaction occurs. This usage guide is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or medical condition. Always consult your licensed health care professional for proper medical diagnosis and treatment.

Miracle II soap products are concentrated, meaning you will receive even more value for the dollars you spend. Miracle II users have said that a 22 ounce bottle of Miracle II Soap can replace many other harmful chemical cleaners in your home and makes approximately one of the following or a combination of:

- 384 gallons glass cleaner
- 2 gallons dish washing soap
- 50 gallons car or truck wash
- 22-35 washing machine loads
- 2 gallons oven cleaner or carport cleaner
- 50 quart bottles of spot cleaner
- 50 gallons of garden spray
- 50 shampoos for your dog or cat

You can experiment and find many other uses for Miracle II. Also, you can learn to use the necessary amount of water for dilution to suit your own needs. If you begin to use Miracle II you will see amazing results not only in cleanliness, but also in the savings in your pocketbook. Our Miracle II Soap products are not recommended for machine carpet cleaning or dish washers due to over-sudsing. Happy cleaning!

**HOUSE CLEANING SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS**

**SOAP - CLEANER - DEGREASER - DEODORIZER**

- **Light Cleaning:** Label this cleaning solution #1. Use this on glass mirrors, countertops stainless steel, refrigerators, fiberglass, leather and plastic. --- Mix Miracle II Soap & Water - Add 1/8 oz to 32 oz spray bottle. Note Add water very slowly.

- **Medium Cleaning:** Label this cleaning solution #2. Use this on Dishes, floors, bathrooms, tile, cabinets, paneling, refrigerator, skin, carpet, spot remover, upholstery, stainless steel, fiberglass, automobile mildew, soot on brick and stone. --- Mix Miracle II Soap & Water - Add 2 oz to 32 oz spray bottle. Note Add water very slowly.

- **Heavy Cleaning:** Label this cleaning solution #3. Use this on Floors, grease traps, drains, pots, pans, dishes, hands, skin, ovens, glass fireplace doors, white sidewall tires, bad carpet stains, holding tanks on campers, clothes, wax stripper, steam cleaning, oil on carports, crazy glue cleanup. --- Mix Miracle II Soap & Water - Add 4 oz to 32 oz spray bottle. Note Add water very slowly.

**Miracle II Neutralizer Deodorizer Usage**

Mix 50/50 solution of Neutralizer Liquid and filtered water in spray bottle. Spray on strong odors such as foot, skin, fish, seafood, onion, garlic, dog/cat, refrigerators, bathrooms, hunting clothes, holding tanks on bass boats & campers, odors in carpets & leave it on or rinse when appropriate.

**Miracle II Products Other Suggested Uses**

**Tub and Shower**

Use Miracle II Soap when you bathe or shower. You won't have to scrub the tub/shower walls again, as reported by many ladies. No more gunked-up walls with animal fat from bar soap.

**Spot Cleaning**

Carpet: Use #2 medium soap solution. Spray spots; brush, then towel up. If stain has been on carpet for a long time, and it will clean up this way, spray again and lay a damp cloth on the spot - leave on over-night. Spray - brush again and towel up. This will take care of 99% of your spots.

**Washing Clothes**

Use 1/2 to 1 oz of Miracle II Soap. Don't use Bleach with our Soap. To soften and deodorize: add 1 oz of Neutralizer Liquid.

**Spots on Clothes**

Spray #2 medium soap solution, let soak a few minutes before you put into washing machine. Use from 1/2 to 1 oz Miracle II Soap in machine. If the spot is on something you are wearing, spray the spot and towel off. It should not irritate the skin.

**Oven Cleaning**

Use #3 heavy soap solution. Heat oven to warm then turn off. Spray well. Let set for 2-3 hrs or over night if possible. Just wipe away with cloth or sponge. Gloves optional.
**Wax Stripper**
Spray #3 heavy soap solution on the dry floor. Let stand about 5 min. Then use wet Mop or scrubber to remove. Miracle II Soap will not harm your "no wax" floors. Try it and see the floor shine.

**Gardeners - To Kill Insects on Plants**
Miracle II Soap - Add 1/4 oz to 32 oz spray bottle of water or 1 oz per gallon. For tender plants like flowers use 1 oz neutralizer & 1 oz soap per gallon.

Spray plant. If you see insects, spray extra. When washing vegetables in sink, add 1 oz Neutralizer to water. This will cause the parasites to be removed. (Note) Now this is hilarious. Many people have called and said that they use their (Miracle II Soap) bath water to kill fire ants and all other insects in their house, yard, and garden. Never before have you been able to get so much in a product.

**BATHING** - Use 1 capful (1/2 oz) of Soap (Moisturizing Soap if you have dry skin) plus 1 capful (1/2 ounce of Neutralizer Liquid in bathwater. Pour Soap right under faucet to get soapsuds. Bathe for 30 minutes 3x per week. (i.e. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)

**BODY ODOR** - Bathe with Miracle II Soap and use the Neutralizer.

**BRUSHING TEETH** - Spray neutralizer in mouth 4 or 5 sprays, swish around mouth then expectorate. Apply Neutralizer Gel on toothbrush.

**CARPET STAINS** - Spray stain with mixture of Miracle II Neutralizer Liquid and small amount of Soap. Pull stain out with edge of glass, or credit card or carpet cleaning machine. **Careful, glass or credit card may break when applying pressure.**

**CLEANING LAUNDRY** - Use 1 oz of Miracle II Soap, for stains, pre-soak as stated above.

**CLEAN MINOR CUTS, AND SCRATCHES** - Wash area with Miracle II Soap and then spray area with Miracle II Neutralizer Liquid, and then apply Neutralizer Gel to keep it clean.

**FACIAL TREATMENT** - Use Miracle II Neutralizer Gel every night over face, along with the Miracle II Skin Moisturizer.

**ORAL USE** – The suggested amount is to take 7 drops (approx. one teaspoon) of Neutralizer Liquid in 8 ounces of water, or juice in the AM before or after breakfast. Use Ph test strips, purchase separately, to test body's Ph level.

**PLANTS** - Add 1/4 ounce (1/2 Tablespoon) Neutralizer to 1/4 oz Soap to 31 oz of water. Use a 32 oz spray bottle. Attention: Do not use Soap by itself, it will kill the plants.

**SETTING GEL** - Use the Miracle II Neutralizer Gel as a setting mousse after shampooing and/or combing hair.

**SHAMPOOING** - Attention women! If you use hair-coloring products, Miracle II Soap may gradually remove hair coloring from your hair.

**SHAVING** - Add 1 or 2 drops of Miracle II Soap on hands rub in hands and apply to face for extra lather.

**SHOWERING** - Use a dime's worth or more of Soap on washcloth. Let foam stay on skin a little longer the first two or three showers.

**SKIN MOISTURIZER** - Use for rough skin on knees and elbows. Use for dry, scaly, or flaky skin. You may use for chapped lip.

**SPECIAL BATHING TIP** - Leave soapy water in bathtub after bathing and scoop 16-ounces for cleaning toilets, and commodes. Soap is a natural degreaser and de-clogger.

**UNDERARM DEODORANT** - Spray Miracle II Neutralizer on Deodorant Stone and apply under the arms.

---

Disclaimer Liability – Merchant has taken reasonable efforts to ensure that the information contained herein is helpful; however, all information is provided “as is” without any express or implied warranties, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose. in no event shall merchant be liable for any special, indirect, punitive or consequential damages resulting from any use or performance of or content errors or omissions in the information, even if notified in advance of the potential for such damages. All users of the information agree that access to any use of the information is subject to the terms and conditions set forth.